


Pfaltzgraphic offers world-
class branding, design, 
and graphic resources with 
a lifetime of experience 
and understanding of 
the bicycle and outdoors 
sports industries. Born 
from combined passions of 
graphic design and cycling 
that date back to childhood, 
the Pfaltzgraphic team has 
worked within the walls of 
some of the largest players 
in the industry, and with 
some of the most influential 
brands in cycling and 
beyond.  





Brand Design

Marin Bikes

Marin Bikes approached 
Pfaltzgraphic in 2013 to 
rebrand with a new logo 
and cohesive, updated look 
optimized for manufacturing 
across the entire product 
line. Collaborating with 
the Marin Bikes marketing 
and product management 
departments, Pfaltzgraphic 
has designed the entire 
visual language of the brand 
including production paint 
schemes, headbadge and 
in-mold designs, logo and 
technical marks, typography, 
website wireframe, 
worldwide advertising and 
in-store POP displays. 





Brand Design

Carnegie Museum
of Natural History

The Carnegie Museum 
of Natural History is a 
Pittsburgh cultural institution 
with worldwide respect that 
in many ways starts with 
Diplodocus carnegii, the first 
publicly displayed dinosaur 
of their extensive collection, 
and via plaster casts the 
most displayed dinosaur 
in the world. Pfaltzgraphic 
was contracted in 2018 to 
redesign the “Dippy” logo to 
be energetic, inviting, and 
paleotologically accurate, 
and to update the museum 
sub-brands and style guide 
for proper implementation 
across the museum system. 



Visitor Educator Researcher General



Brand Design

Stan’s No Tubes

Pfaltzgraphic began working 
with Stan’s No Tubes 
in 2013 to create a new 
logo and visual language 
for  products, packaging, 
and advertising to better 
emphasize the Stan’s brand. 
With direction from the 
Stan’s marketing, product, 
and sales managers 
Pfaltzgraphic created new 
production wheel graphics 
across the product line, 
implemented the new logo 
across sealant bottles and 
accessory packaging, and 
updated the style guide for 
print and web brand usage. 





Brand Design

Ere Research

Pfaltzgraphic was consulted 
during the ideation phase of 
Ere Research and ultimately 
created the brand logo 
to reflect the brand name 
and integrate into product 
graphics. Pfaltzgraphic 
designed and implemented 
the initial tire and saddle 
product graphics and 
packaging, designed and 
wrote the initial brand 
website and marketing 
materials, and consulted on 
the Ere Research brand as a 
whole from creation through 
2018. 





Brand identity work is at 
the heart of Pfaltzgraphic. 
Strong iconography that is 
consumer identifiable across 
media platforms and product 
applications is essential 
for brand building and logo 
recognition. Pfaltzgraphic 
has experience creating 
brand identities, product 
graphics, and technical 
marks from scratch and 
utilizing existing brand 
language to move the 
identity forward for today’s 
market. 

Marks + Icons +
Illustrations

Honourable Golf Allied Cycles

Cardboard Robot Carnegie Museum of Natural History

Dirt Rag Magazine The Outfit



Rossignol

Marin Bikes

Ere Research

Overlook Bicycles

5th Season Design

Polygon Bikes

Panorama Bikes

Envelo

Echos Brand Communications



ALP Home Renovations

Harvest Marketing

Allora Wine Group

Dirt Rag Magazine

Bicycle Times

Gravy Wheels

Naild Components

Red #5 / Yellow #7

Conation Collective

marks / icons / illustrations



Stan’s No Tubes

Verge Sport

Wildeor

Analog Forest 

Godfrey Dadich

Urban Cycling Hall of Fame

Stella’s Kitchen

Vipze

Rodalink Bike Shop



Soho

Verge Sport

Bond Cycles

Love Lab

Velo Gear

Engin Cycles

Oregon House of Herb

Empire State Tourism 

Performance Bikes 

marks / icons / illustrations



Adicta Lab

Limited Hype

Vehicle Valet

Marin Bikes 

Trudeau Institute

Alberto Contador

Rally Wellness

Slow Roll Cycles

Turn Components



marks / icons / illustrations





marks / icons / illustrations
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marks / icons / illustrations





Pfaltzgraphic has experience 
collaborating with product 
managers to implement 
product graphics within 
production capabilities, and 
in creating the print and 
digital assets necessary to 
reach today’s consumer. 
Product graphics along 
with print and digital design 
complement and reinforce 
brand identity, and are at the 
heart of consumer decision 
making. Successful design 
packages create value and 
spark recognition, while 
staying true to the core 
message and values of the 
brand. 

Product Graphic Design





product graphic design





product graphic design





Photography

From location based action 
photoshoots to studio 
product shots destined for 
the catalog, Pfaltzgraphic 
has the in-house 
photographic capabilities 
to bring products to life. 
With an eye towards the 
final design product, the 
Pfaltzgraphic team can 
create photo design assets 
for a single campaign, a 
complete product offering, 
and everything in between.





photography





photography



ContactMike Pfaltzgraff
mike@pfaltzgraphic.com
skype: pfaltzgraphics

Brad Quartuccio
brad@pfaltzgraphic.com 
skype: brad.quartuccio

Notes




